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ON POINTS AT WHICH

A SET IS CONE-SHAPED

M. EDELSTEIN, L. KEENER AND R. O'BRIEN

Abstract. A set S in a normed linear space X is said to be cone-shaped at

x G X if there is a closed half-space that has x in its bounding hyperplane

and contains {y G S : [x, y] c S). The point x is called a cone point. In

this paper it is shown that if X has an equivalent uniformly convex and

uniformly smooth norm and if S is a closed bounded subset with the finite

visibility property for cone points (i.e., for every finite set F of cone points

of S there is a point :£S such that [z, y] c S for all y E F), then S is

starshaped.

Let S be a set in a normed linear space X and x a point in S. We say that S

is cone-shaped at x if there is a closed half-space that contains st(x; S) = {y

E S: the line segment joining x toy, [x,y], is contained in S] and has x in its

bounding hyperplane. The set st(x; S) = st(x) is called the star of x (with

respect to S) and x is called a cone point. Cone points have also been called

regular points in the literature [12]. We favour the first term as being more

descriptive. In [9] Krasnoselski proved that for S a closed subset of a finite

dimensional space and s E S, if [0, s] £ S then a cone point z of S exists with

0 G co(st(z)). (Here co(A) denotes the closed convex hull of a set A.) This

may be viewed as a type of separation property involving cone points. The

question of whether a corresponding result is valid for infinite dimensional

spaces is of special interest because of its implications regarding starshape (cf.

[3], [7]); this question is also explicitly raised by Valentine [12, p. 84]. We

prove here that Krasnoselski's result can be extended to infinite dimensional

normed linear spaces X if either S is weakly compact, or, more interestingly,

if S is norm closed and X has an equivalent norm which is both uniformly

convex and uniformly smooth.

Before proving the main theorem, we show how Krasnoselski's result can

be extended in the case that 5 is weakly compact.

Proposition. Let S be a weakly compact subset of a normed linear space X.

Suppose that for some s E S, [0, s] ÇL S. Then a cone point z of S exists with

0 g co(st(z)).

Proof. Let E denote the completion of X and B the closure in E of the

linear span of S. Then B is a weakly compactly generated Banach space, and
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so we may assume that the norm on B is smooth by a result of Amir and

Lindenstrauss [2].

Since [0, s] £ S, there exists a À G (0, 1) and e > 0 such that the open ball

centered at Xs of radius 2e, B(Xs, 2e), is disjoint from S. By the weak

compactness of S there exists a smallest Xq> X such that the closure of

B (XgS, e) intersects S. Let z belong to this intersection. Then if C = U { B (Xs,

e): X E [0, Xq]}, z belongs to the boundary of C and hence there exists a

hyperplane H which supports C at z. Note that since z belongs to the

boundary of B(XqS, e) c C, H also supports B(X0s, e) at z. Now if H +

denotes the closed half-space determined by H not containing C, we must

have co(st(z)) c H+ and so Oí co(st(z)). Indeed, if [w, z] c S and w $

H+, a standard separation argument produces a second supporting hyper-

plane to B(XqS, e) at z in contradiction to smoothness.   □

Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Let X be a normed linear space having an equivalent norm which

is both uniformly convex and uniformly smooth, and suppose that S c X is

norm closed. If there is an s E S with [0, s] £ S, then a cone point z of S exists

such that 0 £ co(st(z)).

Proof. Assume that the norm on X is uniformly convex and uniformly

smooth. Choose e > 0 such that for some X E (0, 1), B(Xs, e) n S = 0. Let

Xq be the greatest such X. Then for any X > Xq, B(Xs, e) n S =?*= 0. By

uniform convexity, the set of points in X that have nearest points in S is

dense in X [6], [11]. Hence, for any fixed 5 > 0 and X > Xq, we can find an x

with ||x - Xs\\ < S and such that x has a nearest point z in S. By choosing S

small enough, we can also assume \\Xs — z|| < e. Now if H denotes the

hyperplane of support to B(x, \\x — z\\) at z, by the same smoothness

argument as used in the proposition, we must have co(st(z)) c H+, where

H+ denotes the closed half-space determined by H not containing x. To

complete the proof we show that for some X close to \ and 8 small, 0 £ H+.

For any nonzero v G X, let fy denote the functional of norm one which

supports the ball B(0, \\y\\) at y. Then the hyperplane of support to B(x,

||x — z\\) at z is given by

H - x + f~Jxqz - x\\).

Since ||Xi - z|| < e implies \\XqS - (z - (X - X0)s)\\ < e, there exists a À, G

(0, X - Xq) such that w = z - Xxs belongs to the boundary of B(XqS, e). Let

Hx = XqS +/MT-x0s(e) denote the hyperplane of support to B(X0s, e) at w.

Then for some X' > Xq, X's E Hx since z — (X — Xq)s E B (XqS, e). Hence

fw-x^X's - Xqs) = e or since X' > X0,

/„-v(V)>o.
On the other hand, if H intersects the segment [0, Xqs], then/z_x(0) = 0 > ||z

- *|| +/z-*(*)or
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Uniform smoothness and (1) now imply that for X close to \ and 5 small, (2)

cannot occur. Hence for z corresponding to such an H, 0 G co(st(z)).   fj

Since the Krasnoselski result was an essential tool in characterizing closed,

bounded, starshaped sets in finite dimensional spaces (see e.g. [12]), our

extension can be similarly used in the more general setting. Recall that a set S

is called starshaped if there is a point x G S such that st(x) = S. A set S is

said to have the finite visibility property for cone points if for every finite set

F of cone points of S, there is a point x E S such that F c st(jc). Using this

last concept we may state the following:

Corollary. Suppose that either

(i) S is a weakly compact subset of a normed linear space X, or

(ii) S is a closed, bounded subset of a normed linear space X which has an

equivalent uniformly convex and uniformly smooth norm.

Then S having the finite visibility property for cone points implies that S is

starshaped.

Proof. By either the proposition (case (i)) or the theorem (case (ii)) the set

of cone points of S, K(S), is nonempty. Combining the finite visibility

hypothesis with weak compactness, we see that there exists y E (~) (co(st(x)):

x E K(S)}. By translating^ to 0 and applying either the proposition or the

theorem, we see that st(y) = S.   fj

Remarks. 1. Work by R. C. James and P. Enflo on superreflexive spaces

and a procedure for averaging norms due to E. Asplund can be used to show

that the Banach spaces which have an equivalent norm which is both

uniformly convex and uniformly smooth are exactly the superreflexive

Banach spaces (see e.g. [4] or [5]).

2. The relationship between starshape and finite visibility (for all finite

subsets) of weakly closed and bounded sets in infinite dimensional spaces was

first studied in [7]. In [1] these results were extended to norm closed sets in a

Hubert space and in [3] to norm closed sets in any reflexive Banach space.

The above corollary improves the previously obtained results (within the class

of superreflexive spaces) in that finite visibility is needed for cone points only.

It is not known whether the corollary holds in an arbitrary reflexive Banach

space.

3. An interesting question presents itself. Is it possible to find a closed,

bounded set in a Banach space, that has no cone points? There are closed,

bounded, convex sets in incomplete normed spaces with no support points

and hence no cone points [8], and there is an example [10] of a closed,

bounded, convex set in a Fréchet space, which has no support points.

The authors are grateful to the referee for suggestions which contributed to

a clearer presentation of the main result.
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